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In March 1914 offered to give to McGill University namely the re

spondent $150000 for the erection and equipment of gymnasium and

the offer was accepted but the building was deferred owing to the

war In 1920 the university authorities undertook campaign for

Centennial Endowment Fund and by the terms of Subscrip-

tion and Pledge Card then promised to contribute $200000 to that

fund on the condition that the previous offer of $150000 would be

included in the subsequent offer the university being at the same

time released from the obligation of erecting the gymnasium

paid $100000 up to 1924 when he asked for an extension of time for

payment of the balance The respondent acceded to Rs request and

agreed to accept promissory note for $100000 dated December

1925 and payable three years after date became insolvent and

the trustee in bankruptcy disallowed the respondents claim for the

amount of the note and the interest accrued The Superior Court

reversed that decision which judgment was affirmed by the appellate

court

Held that Rs offers to suscribe for the erection of the gymnasium and

later for the Endowment Fund upon the terms agreed involved him

in liability for the stipulated payments according to the law of Que
bec where the contract was entered into and also per Newcombe
Rinfret Lamont and Cannon JJ according to the common law of

England

Held also that the forbearance or extension of time limited for the bal

ance of those payments which subsequently obtained by the giving

of the note was valuable consideration within the meaning of the

common law of England or under 53 of the Bills of Exchange Act

R.S.C 1927 16

Judgment of the Court of Kings Bench Q.R 50 KB 107 aff

Pnsssur....Anglin CJ.C and Newcombe Rinfret Lamont and Can
non JJ
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1931 APPEAL from the decision of the Court of Kings Bench

UVTcHISON appeal side Province of Quebec affirming the judgment

ThE ROYAL
of the Superior Court Panneton and allowing the

INSTITUTION respondents claim for $118862.19 to be collected as valid
FOB THE

ADVANCE- accoruing uO is ra

LEAIING
The material facts of the case and the questions at issue

are stated in the above head-note and in the judgments now

reported

Cook K.C and Hyde K.C for the appel
lant

Ewing K.C and McFadden K.C for the

respondent

The judgment of Anglin C.J.C and Rinfret and Cannon

JJ was delivered by

ANGLIN C.J.C.I concur in the disposition of this case

suggested by my brother Newcombe and speaking gener

ally in his reasons therefor

Assuming that Mr Ross incurred legal obliga

tion to pay to McGill University $200000 towards its

endowment fund the proposition seems to me so clear

that it can require no citation of authority to support it

that whether the matter be dealt with under the law of

England or under R.S.C 1927 16 53 the extension

of time for payment of the $200000 was valuable
consideration for the giving by Mr Ross of the note in

question

The only question therefore requiring further discussion

here seems to be whether or not Ross did incur legally

enforceable obligation to pay $200000 towards the endow

ment fund of the university That question it seems to

me must be determined according to thelaw of the province

of Quebec where the contract to pay was entered into and

was intended to be carried out and if need be enforced

According to that law there can be no question that there

had been real and lawful cause Arts 982 984 1131

C.C for Mr Rosss promise to pay $15000Q to be used

towards the cost of the erection of gymnasium to be

Q.R 50 KB 107 Q.R 68 S.C 354

Reporters Note Rinfret and Cannon JJ also concurred with

Neweombe
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known as the Ross MemorialGymnasium It follows that 1931

the release of that obligation afforded like lawful cause HurcHIsoN

for the promise to pay the $200000 THE ROTAL

This appeal accordingly fails the only grounds of appeal INsTrnJnoN

argued by the appellant having been that there was no

valuable consideration for the giving of the note and

an utter lack of consideration for the promise to pay the
EARNING

$200000

The judgment of Newcombe Rinfret Lamont and

Cannon JJ was delivered by

NEWCOMBE J.It is admitted for the purposes of the case

that the respondent institution which is the petitioner and

McGill University are in the words of the admission one
and the same The claim filed 14th November 1928 is

against the bankrupt estate of John Kenneth Leveson Ross

upon promissory note dated 1st December 1925 made

by Mr Ross whereby the maker promised to pay to the

order of the petitioner three years after date $100000 at

Montreal value received with interest at six per cent per

annum semi-annually The amount as valued at the date

of the claim for principal and interest was $118862.19

The trustee by notice in writing of 22nd March 1929
notified the respondent that he had disallowed the claim

upon the ground as expressed that the promissory note

upon which your claim is made was given without con
sideration

Upon appeal Panneton of the Superior Court of the

province of Quebec sitting in bankruptcy tried the case

upon pleadings and evidence reversed the decision of the

trustee and ordered him

to admit the petitioners claim as valid and to collocate it according to

his rank

The trustee appealed to the Court of Kings Bench

where the appeal was heard by five judges and the court

with one dissent affirmed the judgment

Upon appeal to this court the trustees contention is

that he was justified in rejecting the claim owing to absence of considera

tion the note in question being mere gift covering the balance of the

subscription by Mr Ross to the Centennial Endowment Fund for McGill

University

It is necessary to consider the facts and they are not

in dispute There are the admissions and correspondence

of the parties and it is perhaps not immaterialto observe
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1931 at the outset that value received is acknowledged upon

fluTcnIsoN the face of the note and moreover there is the presump

TnzRorn
tion of consideration until the contrary is shewn Mr Ross

IisTiTiTrIoN does not appear ever to have questioned his liability and

the respondent of course insists upon its claim

MENTOF The circumstances leading up to the making of the note
LEARNING

are disclosed by the admissions signed by the solicitors

NewcombeJ but the letters which passed between the parties were also

produced as exhibits at the trial By the first of these

letters dated 26th March 1914 Mr Ross writing to Mr

Vaughan the secretary of the university says

Following out the verbal promise recently made Principal Peter-

son now confirm to you the offer then made to him that would give

to McGill University sum of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars

for the erection and equipment of gymnasium to be known as the Rosa

Memorial Gymnasium on condition that the University apply further

sum of one hundred thousand dollars being the amount of my late

fathers legacy to the University for the completion of such gymnasium

As an additional safeguard in case of my decease before this under

taking is implemented have caused to be added clause in codicil to

my will in terms of the enclosed copy

The narrative of the first two enumerated paragraphs of

the admissions is that

By the terms of letter of date March 26 1914 addressed by Mr
Ross the bankrupt to the secretary of McGill University The

Royal Institution for the Advancement of Learning the former agreed to

give to McGill University the sum of $150000 for the erection and equip

ment of gymnasium to be known as The Rosa Memorial Gymnasium

on the condition that the University apply further sum of $100000

being the amount of legacy left by the father of the bankrupt for the

completion of such gymnasium

By the terms of letter of date March 28 1914 addressed to Mr
Ross the bankrupt by the secretary of McGill University the

letter and offer of the 26th of March 1914 were duly acknowledged and

accepted

These two paragraphs are apt to describe an arrangement

whereby Mr Ross and the university intended to be bound
it is in terms an accepted offer and it is not denied that he

incurred an obligation to pay $150000 upon performance by

the university of the stipulated conditions It is suggested

that the university had not earned the right to payment

because as we are told the building of the gymnasium was

deferred owing to the war but it is evident that neither of

the parties considered the project to have been frustrated or

abandoned and when on 1st August 1920 after the Peace

Sir Arthur Currie succeeded Dr Peterson as principal of

the university and the governors later in the year under-
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took the campaign for their Centennial Endowment Fund 1931

which in the result produced upwards of $6000000 Mr HucHIsOw

Ross being wealthy graduate and one of the governors ThE ROYAl
naturally had occasion to consider the amount and terms INsTITUnoN

of contribution to that fund He appears then to have

realized that his conditional promise for the gymnasium was MENT OF
LanNINo

still outstanding and to have desired that the amount of

$150000 so promised for that special object should be NewcombeJ

released for the general purposes of the Endowment Fund
and for this he sought and obtained terms from the univer

sity as stated by the third and fourth admissions

By the terms of Subscription and Pledge Card of date Novem
ber 26 1920 and an explanatory letter bearing the same date and attached

to the same Mr Ross the bankrupt bound himself to contribute

the sum of $200000 towards the McGill Centennial Endowment Fund on

the condition that the amount of $150000 which the said Mr
Ross had agreed to pay towards gymnasium for McGill University by
the terms of his letter of the 26th of March 1914 should be included in

the said amount of $200000 in consideration of which the said Mr
Ross withdrew the restriction on the destination of the said amount of

$150000 and on the condition also that an amount of $20000 which had

been promised by the said Mr Ross to McGill University on

previous occasion should if still remaining unpaid be included in the said

amount of $200000 said amount of $200000 was made payable in five

equal consecutive yearly instalments the first of which was to become

due on the first day of January 1922

As regards the amount of $20000 referred to by the bankrupt as

having been promised on previous occasion there was never any
previous written agreement or subscription to pay an amount of that

size

By letter of date November 30 1920 Mr Ross the honorary

treasurer of McGill University acknowledged and accepted the said sub
scription of $200000 on behalf of McGill University and promised that

the letter of Mr Ross of the 26th of November 1920 setting

forth the conditions above referred to would be kept attached to the

subscription card in order that the wishes of Mr Ross might be

properly carried out

Mr Ross paid on account of this consolidated subscrip
tion the stipulated instalments of $40000 in 1922 and in

1923 and $20000 in 1924 or $100000 in all There have
been no subsequent payments It is shewn that unfortun

ately even in 1924 liquid resources were becoming

difficult and that Mr Ross was seeking indulgence in the

way of an extension of time for payment of the balance

and at the end of the next succeeding year the agreement
evidenced by the following paragraphs of the admissions

was concluded
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191 10 By the terms of letter of date November 19 1925 written by

Mr Ross to Mr John Ross the honorary treasurer of McGill
11TcHON

University the former called attentioa to the balance of 8100000 then

TRE Rov remaining due on his original subscription of $200000 and requested the

INsTrrunoN privilege of paying by giving his promissory note for the said amount of

FOE RE $100000 for three years with interest at per centum per annum
11 By the terms of letter of date December 1925 written by

LRNINa Mr Glassco the secretary and bursar of McGill University Mr
Ross was notified that his request for further extension of

NewcombeJ
time as mentioned in his letter of the 19th of November 1925 had been

submitted to the Finance Committee of the Governors of the University

and had been acceded to by them the understanding being that Mr
Ross was to pay interest on the note semi-annually at the said

rate of per centum per annum
12 In accordance with the said letters promissory note for $100000

dated December 1925 payable to the order of the Royal Institution for

the Advancement of Learning with interest at per centum per annum
payable semi-annually was duly signed and executed by the said Mr

Ross and delivered to the Royal Institution for the Advance

ment of Learning

13 It is the said promissory note of $100000 dated December 1925

and payable three years after its date which is referred to in the proof

of debt filed with the trustee on or about the 14th of November 1928

by the Royal Institution for the Advancement of Learning and the

amount claimed to be due on the same at that time was $118862.19 as

appears from the said proof of debt

When the note was made nobody doubted Mr Rosss

ability or willingness to fuffil his promise he sought the

forbearance for his own convenience and because he did not

care at that time to disturb any investment The stipu

lation for interest was introduced at the suggestion of the

university It is not contended hat his liability is affected

by any provision of the Bankruptcy Act impressing the

transaction with invalidity nor is it suggested that Mr
Ross was acting under any mistake or that he did not

intend the note to have the effect of an enforceable instru

ment
The appellant quotes sections 10 and 53 of the Bills of

Exchange Act R.S.C 1927 16 by which it is enacted

that

10 The rules of the common law of England including the law mer
chant save in so far as they are inconsistent with the express provisions

of this Act shall apply to bills of exchange promissory notes and cheques

Consideration

53 Valuable consideration for bill may be constituted by

any consideration sufficient to support simple contract

an antecedent debt or liability

.2 Such debt or liability is deemed valuable consideration whether

the bill is payable on demand or at future time
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And he urges by his factum that the matter is one 1931

governed by the common law of England and that under HUTCHJSON

that law Rosss agreement is nullity He adds that THE ROYAL

under the law of Quebec the agreement is equally void INSTITUTION

FOS THE
But think he fails to shew that the agreement is void ADVANCE-

under either system for in my opinion the presumption LEAINa
is not overcome and moreover the evidence affords proof

NewcombeJ
of valuable consideration for the making of the note and

is incompatible with any other conclusion

The appellant in his factum states his case very frankly

and it is worth while to quote these passages

It appears that the late Mr James Ross the father of Mr
Ross died in the year 1913 and by his will bequeathed the sum of $100000

to McGill In the year 1914 Mr Ross wrote the University

authorities agreeing to contribute the sum of $150000 towards the build

ing of gymnasium This offer was subject to the following conditions

That the gymnasium should be built by the University That it

should be called The Ross Memorial Gymnasium That the sum

of $100000 left by the late Mr James Ross would be used to partially

defray its cost The gymnasium was never built and when the campaign

for the Centennial Endowment Fund was inaugurated in the year 1920

it was stipulated as condition of the subscription of Mr Ross

that any understanding between himself and the University authorities

in regard to the gymnasium would be considered as at an end Accord

ingly when Mr Ross agreed to contribute $200000 to the Cen
tennial Endowment Fund as evidenced by his pledge card and letter the

understanding in regard to the building of gymnasium was completely

ended Mr Ross was released from his obligation such as it was and on

the other hand the McGill authorities were released from their obliga

tion to build gymnasium to expend on it the $100000 which they had

received from the late Mr James Ross and to name it The Ross Mem
orial Gymnasium Sir Arthur Currie fully understands this and explains

it as follows

Will you tell me what consideration Mr Ross received from the

University of McGill for the signing of that pledge cardA The re
lease of an obligation to pay $150000 which was to be devoted to the

building of gymnasium The release of any obligation to pay $20000

which was in disputenot in dispute but somebody seemed to have for

gotten just what it was about

You speak of the release of the subscription for the building of

the gymnasium of $150000 the consideration of that subscription was

the building of gymnasium $150000A Yes

And the gymnasium has never been built up to the present time

is that correct.A Yes that is correct

So consequently the first subscription must be left out of the ques

tion altogether because the building of gymnasium which was the con
sideration for that subscription has not been proceeded withA The

subscription had never been received the amount was subscribed in 19i4

and never paid
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1931 The release was release to the McGill University of this obli

gation to build this gymnasiumA Yes and we relieved Mr Ross of

HVTCBIS0N
the obligation to pay $150000 which he had promised

Tns Roy And he on the other hand relieved you from the obligation of

INSTITUTION building the gymnasiumA Yes
FOE THE

ADVANCE-
It was mutual discharge and release as regards the $150000

MENT OF Yes
LEARNING Mr Justice Panneton disposes of this evidence by stating that in his

NewcombeJ view Sir Arthur Currie is evidently mistaken since at no time was the

University under an obligation to build gymnasium but Ross was under

the obligation to pay if they built it There was therefore no mutual

discharge or release as regards the $150000

This is obviously incorrect The University was formally released

from the obligation of erecting the building of contributing the $100000

received from the late Mr James Ross and of naming it The Ross Mem
orial Gymnasium Mr Ross on the other hand was released

from the obligation of contributing the $150000 There was as Sir Arthur

Currie truly stated mutual release and discharge

Now if as the appellant contends the matter is governed

by the common law of England the mutual release and dis

charge upon which he relies really satisfies the requirement

of valuable consideration Obviously when Mr Rosss offer

of 1914 was accepted it became promise and it is un
necessary to consider whether or not he had power to revoke

that promise he never did revoke it or manifest any
intention to exercise any power of revocation if any which

he may have had Sir Frederick Pollock in the 9th edition

of his Principles of Contract at 195 says that

In many cases promisor has the option of avoiding his contract for

some cause existing at the date of the promise But in all such cases the

contract is valid until rescinded and the right to rescind it may be lost

by events beyond the promisors control so there is no difficulty in treat

ing his promise as good consideration

And when in 1920 Mr Ross arranged with the university

authorities the terms of his present subscription it was one

of his stipulations and term of the bargain upon which

he insisted that the amount promised for the gymnasium

should with the consent of the university be diverted from

that object and figure in the Endowment Fund It was

upon that footing that he consented to subscribe and the

substitution of the new agreement must be regarded as con

sideration of value to both parties Mr Ross says in terms

of his letter to the treasurer of the university of 26th

November 1920 that

The special conditions asked for with regard to my contribution

meaning his contribution to the Endowment Fund were that an

amount of $150000 which had previously promised towards gymnasium
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for McGill should be included in my present contribution in considera- 1931

tion of which should withdraw the restriction on the destination of that

amount

THE ROYAL
If therefore as thmk Mr Ross subscription to the

INsTrnIoN

Endowment Fund upon the terms agreed involved him in

liability for the stipulated payments the forbearance or MENT OF

extension of time limited for the balance of those payments
LEARNING

which he subsequently obtained by the giving of the note NewcombeJ

was valuable consideration within the meaning of the law

This think is established beyond doubt by the English

authorities and shall refer to some of them

Sir Frederick Pollock in the book cited at pp 186 187

quotes as an elementary principle that the law will not

enter into an enquiry as to the adequacy of the considera-

tion

The idea is characteristic he says not only in English positive law but

in the English school of theoretical jurisprudence and politics Hobbes

says The value of all things contracted for is measured by the appe
tite of the contractors and therefore the just value is that which they be

contented to give And the legal rule is of long standing nd illus

trated by many cases When thing is to be done by the plaintiff be

it ever so small this is sufficient consideration to ground an action

The footnote refers to Sturlyn Albany and marginal
references there

Professor Story in his book on Bifis of Exchange 4th

ed vi 183 puts the following question

What then is valuable consideration in the sense of the law

And he answers quoting Comyns Digest Action of

Assumpsit to 15 and other authorities mentioned in

the note

It may in general terms be said to consist either in some right in

terest profit or benefit accruing to the party who makes the contract or

some forbearance detriment loss responsibility or act or labour or ser

vice on the other side And if either of these exists it will furnish

sufficient valuable consideration to sustain the drawing indorsing or ac
cepting bill of exchange in favour of the payee or other holder Thus
for example not only money paid or advances made or credit given or

the discharge of present debt or work and labour done will constitute

sufficient consideration for bill but also receiving bill as security

for debt or forbearance to sue present claim or debt or an exchange
of securities or becoming surety or doing any other act at the request
or for the benefit of the drawer indorser or acceptor will constitute

sufficient consideration for bill

1588 Cro Eliz 67 and Cro Car 70

391165
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1931 thereof is the price for which the promise of the other is bought and

the promise thus given for value is enforceable Pollock on Contracts
ThJTCHISON

8th ed 175

THE Roi would have thought that the question as to whether
INSTITUTION

FOR THE Mr Ross agreement of 1920 to contribute to the Endow-
ADVANCE- ment Fund was binding and enforceable would naturally

LEARNING fall to be determined by the law of Quebec the province

NewcombeJ in which the parties resided and made the agreement and

where it was meant to be performed but if that question

is governed by the law of Quebec the appellants difficulty

is greater and becomes even more obvious It is true that

the rules of the common law of England including the law

merchant apply to bills of exchange and promissory notes

because the Parliament of Canada has by the Bills of

Exchange Act so declared in the exercise of its exclusive

legislative authority over that subject but the Dominion

legislation does not and was not intended to affect sub

scribers liability to implement his subscription and as

understood the argument no contention to the contrary was

submitted

quote articles 982 and 984 of the Civil Code of Quebec

982 It is essential to an obligation that it should have cause from

which it arises persons between whom it exists and an object

984 There are four requisites to the validity of contract

Parties legally capable of contracting

Their consent legally given

Something which forms the object of the contract

lawful cause or consideration

It is essential therefore that an obligation shall have

eause from which it arises and that contract shall have

lawful cause or consideration but it is not meant that

.a contract which has lawful cause within the meaning of

article 984 C.C shall be void or defective for lack of that

which under the English authorities would constitute valu

able consideration Pothiers view is expressed in the

second edition of his works by Professor Bugnet and 42

Under the latter number he says

42 Tout engagement doit avoir -une cause honnŒte

Dans les contrats intØressØs la cause de lengagement que contracte

lune des parties est ce que lautre partie lui donne ou sengage de 1w

-donner ou le risque dont elle se charge Dans ice contrat de bienfai

sance la JibØralitØ -que lune des parties veut -exercer envers lautre est tine

cause suffisante de lengagement quelle contracte envers Ølle Mais

lorsquun engagement na aucune cause ou ce qui est Ia mŒme -chose

iorsque la cause pour laquelle ii ØtØ contractØ est une cause fausse

lengagement est nul et -le contract qui le renferme est nul
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Article 1131 of the Code Civil provides that 1931

1131 Lobligation sans cause ou stir tine fausse cause ou sur une HUTCHISON
cause lucite ne peut avoir aucun effet

Rogron in the 19th edition of his commentaries at THE ROYAL
IN8TFflTTION

pp 4236-7 explains the words sans cause in this article ru THE

as follows

Sans cause La cause est ce qui dtermine lengagement que prend LEARNING

tine partie dans tin contrat ii ne faut pas Ia confondre avec la cause

implicite du contrat autrement dit le motif qui porte contracter La NewcombeJ

cause de lengagement dune partie est le fait ou la promesse de lautre

partie elle peut aussi consister dam une pure libØralitØ de la part de lune

des parties ainsi lorsque je moblige payer mule francs it Paul pour tels

services que son pØre ma rendus Ia cause dØterminante du contrat ce

sont les services qui mont ØtØ rendus si celui-ci ne ma jamais rendu

les services dont ii ØtØ pane dam lacte le contrat est sans cause mais

au cas oü Iacte ne mentionnait point ces services le contrat pourrait

Œtre maintenu si les juges dØcident par lapprØciation des circonstances

que le dØsir de macquitter de services plus ou moms reels ØtØ le motif

et non Ia cause de mon engagement Je moblige it donner mule francs

it Paul pour quil suive tine affaire pendante devant le tribunal de Ia

Seine Ia cause dØterminante est la promesse de Paul quil suivra mon
affaire si elle est ugØe irrØvocablement au moment oi nous avons

stipulØ le contrat est sans cause Enfin je donne dam la forme des

dispositions entre vifs ma maison it Paul qui laccept ma libØralitØ est

ici Ia seule cause du contrat

Professor Langdell also quotes Rogrons comment in

note to Thomas Thomas in his select eases on

Contracts Part 2nd ed 169

extract the following paragraph from Sir Frederick

Pollocks Principles of Contract at 185

No one ever argued before an English temporal court that deliberate

bounty or charitable intention will support formless promise but such

was undoubtedly the canonical view and is to this day in theory the rule

of legal systems which have followed the modern Roman law There was

no room within the common law scheme of actions for turning natural

into legal obligation

And the note is

Pothier obl para 42 Sirey and Gilbert on Code Nap 1131

Demolombe Cours du Code Nap xxiv 329 sqq Langdell Sel Ca Cont

169 so in Germany from the 17th century onwards with only theoretical

differences as to the reason of the rule Seuffert Zur Gesch der obliga

torischen Vertritge 130 sqq

My interpretation of the authorities as applicable to the

facts of this case leads me to the view that there were

both lawful cause and consideration for Mr Rosss sub

scription within the meaning of the Civil Code of Quebec
and that as to the note by the giving of which Mr Ross
at his urgent request secured an extension of the time

1842 Q.B 851




